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ABSTRACT
The objective of this article is to integrate the working
capital (WC) and capital investment (CI) processes through the
uses of simulation techniques. The variables in the WC and CI
modules are presented and the operation of the model explained.
Uncertainty related to cash flows is introduced by allowing
forecasted sales to vary randomly from actual sales. Separating
the costs and benefits of the WC and the CI system provides
additional flexibility to decision makers for analyzing the
total cash flow of investment alternatives. Testing the sensi-
tivity of each WC variable on the profitability profiles of an
investment also provides a new analytical dimension for decision
makers. The model highlights the complexity of the total invest-
ment planning process and suggests a framework for linking the
short-run investment and financing process to the long-run
inve a tmen t sy s tem
.

INTEGRATING THE WORKING CAPITAL AMD
CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROCESSES
Capital investment creates the need for additional investment in
inventory, accounts receivable and cash throughout the life of the plant
and equipment. The investment in working capital also causes a need for
an expansion in current liabilities. The theoretical models for select-
ing capital investment alternatives implicitly assume the costs and
benefits of changes in working capital are imbedded in the cash flow of
the investment, e.g., Hertz [11, 12], Hespos and Strassman[13 ], and
Weingartner [36 ]»
The following observations highlight the importance of identifying
the costs and benefits of working capital as a separate component and
linking working capital management explicitly into the total investment
planning process. In the early life of an investment more than likely
is operating below capacity, while later in the life cycle there is
often an increase in its operating capacity „ Thus, throughout the life
of an investment there is a continuing buildup in additional investment
in working capital. Also t >e of investment and the length of the
planning horizon will affect the need for additional investment in work-
ing capital* Finally., within a corporation working capital management
and capital investment planning are separate systems that generally are
not linked together for financial planning purposes. These observations
indicate the need for a planning model that integrates the working capi-
tal processes into the capital investment decision making processes.
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The objective of this article is to develop a planning model that
simulates the linkage between a corporation's financial operating
system and its strategic investment system. For decision makers this
model should provide additional analytical insight for evaluating capital
investment alternatives.
There have been many valuable theoretical and operational contribu-
tions in cash management [l, 2, k, 18, 2k, 25, 26, 32, 38J and in managing
accounts receivable and credit selection [3, k, 5, 17, 19, 20, 21, 37, 39jl •
At least three sets of authors have linked trade credit policy and inventory
management £k>, 22, 26y • Linear programming (LP) models were used to in-
troduce the dynamic features of the working capital process. Two large
scale LP models were designed (l) to link the sources of short term credit
to short term uses £2l3 and (2) to integrate the variables involved in
managing short term cash flow f25j . Walker ["35, Chapters 7, 8j| and Van Home
3*+, Chapter 16 developed general working capital models. Several obser-
vations emerge from the preceeding set of articles. Each focused on
specific segments of working capital management and each developed sets
of relationships among the WC variables. Many of the models did not in-
corporate the dynamics of uncertainty involved in the short-run investment
and financing processes and none of these models were integrated into the
capital investment and long-run financing processes of the firm.
The need for integrating the working capital processes into the long-
run financial planning processes has been recognized by several authors.
A variety of theoretical linkages have been suggested f6, 7, 9, !*•» 15,
16, 23, 29, 30 33, ko] . The objective of this article is to offer an
.
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integrated model designed for management decision making and to provide
management a model for testing "what if" policy questions concerning the
impact of working capital variables on the total profitability of a capital
investment alternative.
The model is divided into two parts. The capital investment (CI)
module will be presented first followed by the working capital (WC) module.
CAPITAL INVESTMENT MODULE
The
.
financial planning process is composed of many variables and occurs
in an uncertain and dynamic environment, therefore, this model will use
simulation techniques to represent the interactions among the capital in-
vestment and working capital variables. A revised version of the Hertz
model JjLl, 12J is used to simulate the capital investment process. The
variables are divided into three major categories—market, investment and
cost. The market analysis variables are market size, growth rate of
market size related to the life cycle of the product, and market share
related to the price of the product. The investment analysis variables
are life of the investment, on line time, initial investment cost excluding
working capital costs and future investment costs excluding working capital
costs. The cost analysis variables are the variable and fixed costs. Each
variable is assumed to be stochastic and independent. However, it is as-
sumed the parameters specified for each variable by the decision makers
reflects their perception of the interrelationships among^ the variables.
If there are established and clearly identified relationships among var-
iables, these functional relationships can be easily inserted into the
model. The variables involved in the capital investment module are presented
in Exhibit 1.

EXHIBIT 1
SIMULATION OF THE CASH BUDGETING
CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROCESS
SPECIFY:
BEGINNING CASH
MINIMUM CASK
CASH LIQUIDITY CUSHION
INVESTED LIQUIDITV CUSHION
BEGINNING ACCT. REC.
BEGINNING INVENTORY
REQUIRED ENDING !NV.
MAXIMUM INV. CUSHION
COST OF ADD'L. INVESTMENT
COST OF CARRYING EXCESS INVENTORY
COST OF BORROWING
COST OF LENDING
COST OF CAPITAL
PROBABILITY VALUES
FOR
SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
CHANCES THAT VALUE
WILL BE ACHIEVED
RANGE OF
VALUES
RANDOMLY SELECT VALUES
FOR EACH VARIABLE IN
THE TOTAL SET
COMPUTE RATE OF RETURN,
NET PRESENT VALUESmo
BF.NEFlT/COST RATiCc.
FOR EACH COMBINATJON
PRICE RELATED TO > -
MARKET SHARE
J. 8 -J.
< GROWTH RATE OF MARKET
SIZE RELATED TO PRODUCT
LIFE CYCLE
LIFE OF INVESTMENT >
< INITIAL INVESTMENT COST
FUTURE IN
-VESTMENT COSTS
< TIME WITH INVESTMENT
on um
OPERATING COSTS >
< FIXED COSTS
SALES FORECAST > Z
F
'INMil
a
y/T\
< .ROWTH OF
FORECASTED SALES
ACCOUNTS > I"
RECEIVABLE/SALES«A«-E t/pVl
REPEAT PROCESS TO
PROVIDE A SIMULATED CUMULATtVE
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION Of
RATES OF RETURN
NET PRESENT VALUES AND
BENEFIT/COST RATIOS
-10 -6 8 '10 16 20
RATE OF RETURN (%}
-4sn -7m o 2m 4ni 8rn 8m
NET PRESENT VALUE
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A box chart reflecting the operation of the CI simulation module is
presented in Exhibit 2. The program randomly selects in a sequential order
a value from the specified distribution for each \<ariable. The uncertain
and dynamic characteristics of the CI process are reflected in this ran-
dom interaction of the variables. The selected values are used in the
calculation of a net present value (.NPV) ? internal rate of return (IRR),
and a benefit/cost ratio (B/C) for each simulation. This process includ-
ing the working capital module is repeated 100 times and the final outcomes
are profitability profiles or cumulative frequency distributions of NW,
IRR and B/C.
Exhibit 1 depicts profiles of NFV, and IRR. A brief explanation il-
lustrates the interpretation of the profiles. For example , the rate of
return profile in Exhibit 1 indicates So percent of the time the invest-
ment would earn approximately 2,5 percent, 60 percent of the time it would
earn approximately 6 percent and 20 percent of the time 10 percent. Thus
manager... in compare the profitability profiles of the several invest-
ment alternatives. Another virtue of CI simulation modeling is decision
makers can revise their estimate:; for key variables and determine if UFV,
IKL azuH . dficantly as a result of the new inputs,
An exaap! years of output generated by the CI module are
presea sit 3. oneeraing the operations of the module
are also included. oa Lstributlon was assumed for each of the
variables. A price of $12,50 for the product was determined by manage-
ment and it is assumed the investment came on line in year 1. The range
of the market size in year 1 was 2.0 to 2.6 million vmlxs and the value

EXHIBIT 2
BOX CHART OF THE CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROCESS
BEAD
IN
DOTRWUriOM
RELCCT GROWTH RATE
OFMAHXETSIZE
FOfJ270nVEAR
COMPUTE! OUA.TOTV PROBUCUB (0)
F0R1T0aV£ARS
COMPUTE gAL.ES FOR1TOB
VIMS
SStECTIKtTi**.
COOT OF INVESTMENT
?Ofi jTM YEAR
, urn m
COSY
IfoVfcTfMEWTOF
JTK YEAR
-
SELECT flftOWTH KATE
Of MARKET 6126
KSR2T0nVEAR 00 TIM?'?
J
00 103 TIMES
\ GRAPHS /
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of 2.533 million units comly selected from the distribution. The
range of the market share was 10 to 18 percent as determined by manage-
ment and in year 1 the randomly selected value was 12 percent. The quan-
tity prod nd the sales were calculated. Variable and fixed costs
are dependent on the quantity produced. Thus the variable cost of $6.^0
per unit was sc o-mly from a range of $5»80 and $6.1+0 and the
fixed cost of $304,000 was selected from a range of $190,000 to $310, 000
„
The operating income was calculated and the initial investment of $10
million was randomly selected from a range of $9 to $12 million. Straight
line ation was calculated and the remainder of the income statement
items determined. The cash flow in year 1 was $1«33 million, i.e., net
income plus depreciation.
After the or.-ev the working capital module are complete in
» the
.
t ns tc the beginning for year 2 and randomly
te market size of 8 percent,, The growth rate
agement's perception of the market life cycle
for each yea.'. A market share of 15 por-
togram followed the same process presented
in year 1. This 2 and for the remaider of the
sleeted value of ten years.
simulation. The program
is 100 sin profile of the three profitability
measures. The level of these profiles are of substantial impor-
the outcomes resulting from their imputs
,
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WORKING CAPITAL MODULE
In this module the working capital (WC) process is integrated into
the capital investment module. The objectives of linking the short-term
operational process to the long-run investment process are (1) to isolate
the costs and benefits related to the investment in working capital and
(2) to add these costs and benefits attributable to the working capital
investment to the costs and benefits related to the plant and equipment
investment. The separation of these two systems will provide substantive
insight for top management.
Historically the cash budgeting/WC planning process is for a relatively
short time period, and is revised frequently. Also the WC process is usually
independent of the CI planning process. The management of short-run cash
flow is a continuous dynamic process occurring in an uncertain environment,
but financial literature has generally assumed working capital flows to be
.short-run, static and deterministic. In this model the WC process is assumed
to be a long-run dynamic and probabilistic process* Because the CI model
operates on an annual basis it was assumed for convenience sake that the
cash budget cycle also operated on a one year horizon. This assumption was
made to simplify the calculi of monthly cash budgets and hold down the
size of an aire aputer program. The annual cash budget follows
the same format as the monthly cash budget , therefore, decision makers can
analyse the cash flow operation. Clearly a shorter time period could be
programmed to accommodate the needs of decision makers.
Actual Versus Forecasted Cash Flow
The crux of the financial mobility problem occurs when unexpected events
occur, e.g., short-run expenditures being greater than forecasted or short-run
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cash inflows being less than forecasted, £?, Chapters 3, 7J . Surprise
outflows can be related to a sudden need for inventory because actual sales
were markedly greater than forecasted. Alternatively, an unexpected de-
cline in inflows arises when actual sales are less than forecasted or if
there? is a decrease in the inflow from accounts receivables. In both of
these cases total cash expenditures are frequently greater than the sum of
total cash inflows plus existing cash items.
In simulating conditions for both sales and forecasted sales flows, it
is assumed the sales generated in the CI program are the actual sales re-
sults and a separate sales forecast is generated by the WC module. Simula-
ting sales conditions where the actual sales are randomly different from
forecasted sales captures the essence of the WC management problem.
In the WC module three new probabilistic variables are introduced.
These three variables inject the uncertainty prevalent in the WC system into
the total financial planning process. The three probabilistic variables are
sales forecast (SF) in year 1, an annual growth rate of forecasted sales (G)
related to the life cycle of the product, and an accounts receivable/sales
(AR) ratio that is related to the quantity of production. These variables
are presented in Exhibit 1.
The working capital module is divided into two parts: a production-
inventory system and (2) a cash-accounts receivable system. The variables
involved in each system are pre id and followed by an explanation of the
operation of the module.
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ProductIon - Inventory Sys t era
This segment of the model focuses on the production-inventory process.
Management has at its discretion a set of variables that may be used for
controlling inventory limits. For the WC module management establishes
single point estimates for each of the following production-inventory decis-
ion variables, (l) An estimate of the beginning inventory value (Bl); (2)
A required ending inventory (REl) value which is an estimate of management's
desired ratio of ending inventory/sales forecast. 'RSI is related to each
level of production, (3) A maximum inventory cushion (MIC) that is expressed
as a percent above the required ending inventory (jsgj). (If) The cost of ad-
ditional investment (CAl) is a premium, paid for producing additional goods
when S> ST. CAl" is ex-pressed as a percent. (5) The cost of carrying excess
inventory (CCl) Is a. cost that arises when SF> S thereby causing a cash cost
for carrying inventory in excess of the forecasted inventory needs. CCI is
expressed as a percent and Is multiplied times excess inventory to determine
the cost of excess inventory.
£»§Jl"A.9£9'ari^E %£eyrable System
The primary decj bles available to management in controlling
levels of cash and accounts receivable are: (1) An estimate of beginning
cash value (BC) and beginnin ounts receivable (AB); (2) A minimum cash
balance ratio (CMIE')» cash/sales forecast, expressed as a percent for each
level of production; (3) A cash liquidity cushion ratio (CLC) is expressed
as a. percent above minimum cash balances and CLC is a discretionary variable
that can range . a large whole number; (if) An invested liquidity
cushion ratio (ILC) is created for investment in short term risk free sec-
urities and the ILC is a percent above the cash liquidity cushion. In the
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WC module ILC is a positive number because repayment of short terra debt
comes from the sale of invested securities. Three interest rate variables
are: (5) Interest rate on short term borrowed funds (i^); (6) Interest
rate on lending (i,); (?) Cost of capital (k). The cost of capital is
used in the CI module as the discount rate and in the WC module as the
rate of return earned on reinvested cash balances that were in excess of
the invested liquidity cushion.
OPERATION OF THE WC MODULE
A flow chart of the WC module is presented in Exhibit k and a numerical
example plus comments concerning the operation of the module are found in
Exhibit 5. The example of the WC system in Exhibit 5 is directly related
to the CI example in Exhibit 3* Each processing function in Exhibit k is
numbered* The explanation of each operation of the WC module in Exhibit 5
refers to the appropriate number of the processing function in Exhibit h.
The explanation of the operation of the WC module will follow the example
in Exhibit 5.
I^ oduc^tiqn Inventory System
The first step in the WC module is the production-inventory system.
All distributions are assumed to be normal in this example of the WC module.
The SF of S^ million in Exhibit 5 was randomly drawn from a distribution
with a range between $3.5 and • Lllion. The minimum required ending
inventory (REl) is dependent on the sales forecast. Management determines
the RSI ratio that is necessary to support the SF. REI, is 10 percent and
the minimum required ending inventory (REI) is $400,, 000 (.10 x $4 million).
The beginning inventory is zero.
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The forecasted production (PROD) is also dependent on the SF. PROD
equals; SF plus the change in inventory during the year, i.e., $4 million
+ $.4 million a $h.k million. Actual ending inventory (AEI) is directly
related to the difference between S and SF. Since SF> S, there was an
accumulation of inventory, The AEI is determined by PROD - S + BI e.nd
AEI., = $k.k million - $3*8 million - * $600,000. Because there was a
buildup In inventory in year 1 it is necessary to determine if there was
any excess inventory. Management has the choice of establishing an inven-
tory cushion (MIC) if they are concerned about missing sales because of an
inventory shortage. In exhibit 5 MIC is 5 percent, therefore, the maximum
ending inventory acceptable to management is $MK),000, i.e., MEI = REI
(1 -f MIC) * $400,000 (1 - 6 10). Thus substracting the MEI of $UU0K from
actual ending inventory of $600K there exists an excess inventory of
$l6( "he cash cost of carrying excess inventory is calculated by mul-
tiplying fche $l60K excess inventory times a 10 percent carrying cost.
:: i I cost of carrying excess inventory in year 1 was $l6K, which be-
come:*; a cost equation.
It is assumed the AE 600K is financed with zero cost accounts.
Also it is assun is no outflow related to the AEI item until
the next period whe module uses the inventory to meet the demand
for the product. Thus I --ntory is imbedded in the variable
cost item in the CI modu.
Cash-Accounts Receivable System
It is assumed the relationship between accounts receivables and sales
can be represented by a frequency distribution AR. An AR of ho percent
was .randomly selected from a range of 35 to k5 percent. The actual accounts
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receivable (AR) in year 1 is calculated as follows: AR - AR^^Cs ) = .l40($3.8
million) * $1.52 million.
The cash receipts (CR ) are the sum of S plus tae change in the accounts
1
receivable during the year, that is AR . « AR , In year 1 CR = $3.8 million -\ — -L. x>
$1.52 million = $2.28 million. The total cash available (TCA) is the sum of
CR plus beg 28 millio
If S > SF the firm pays a premium for the additional investment (AP) neces-
sary to meet the jmand, e.g., overtime or additional labor costs,
special handling or treatment of inventory, or additional costs related to
maintenance or operation of the plant and equipment. It is assumed in the
model that sales are: always met and there are zero lost sales. In year 1
there is no premium for -additional investment because SF? S. The total cash
payment sum of variable cost (VC), fixed cost (FC), taxes (T) and the
smiun for additional investment (AP)„ The VC, FC and T are taken from the
was $2**4 7" million. Thus in year 1 there was a negative cash
1.
floi : $2.23 million - TCP of $2.1+7 million.
In tl s
s
management is provided substantial flexibility for
control!!,. . • aent establishes a minimum cash/
sales fore and this ratio is related to the quantity of
production. <
l
-. cash balas OWSR) are calculated by multiplying
OCT times S R a ,05 x $4,0 million = $200,000. In this
lie managemej ie choice of including a liquidity cushion. This
liquidity cushion (CUPPER) is determined as follows: CLOWER x [l + cash
liquidity cushion (CLC)J» Thus Cupper = $200,000 x 1.15 ;= $230,000. .Note
the CLC can rang,*:! from zero to a large whole number and depends on manage-
ment discretion.
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If management wishes to create an investment liquidity cushion (ILC),
they add an investment layer on top of the cash liquidity cushion. The dollar
investment Ir short term securities IWT) equals CUPPER x (1 + ILC). The
ILC can range from zero to a large whole number depending on management's
judgment. In this module it is advisable to have an ILC to offset surprises
in cash floxr and to provide a rource of funds for repaying short term borrow-
ing (STB). In year 1 IOTT = $230,000 x 1,12 * $257,600.
It, is now possible to solve for the ending cash balance (EC). EC is
dependent on the relationship between TCA and TCP. For example, because
TCRj^ TCA the EC^ is equal to the minimum cash level (CLOWEK), $200K.
The new short term "borrowing incurred in year 1 equals TCP - TCA +
CLOWER, i.e., STB
X
« $2.U-7 million - $2.28 million + $.2 million = 390K.
The STB can be viewed as the sum of the net cash outflow of $190K plus the
amount; required to maintain the minimum cash balance, $200K. There is no
repayment of STB in year 1 and the total STB is $390K. Assuming a k.Q percent
after tax interest rate, there is a cost related to short term debt (ICOST)
in year 1 of $18,700. ICOST becomes a. part of the total cost of the invest-
ment and is subtracted from total annual benefits in the net present value
equation*
Because TCP,> TCA. there is no investment in short term securities and
1 1
nc excess liquidity for reinvestment in the assets of the firm.
The operation of the model in year 2 provides additional insight into
the impact of the WC process on total costs and benefits. In year 2 Exhibit 5
shows sales; are $5,125 million and the sales forecast is IJ&.028 million. The
SFg is an updating of the previous year's sales. A random growth value (G)
cf 6 percent was selected from a normal distribution that ranged from 5 to
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12 percent. It is assumed management tries to estimate the growth of fore-
casted sales as close as possible to the actual growth in sales.
Beginning inventory in year 2 is the ending inventory in year 1 and
required ending inventory is 10 percent of the sales forecast, $^02,800.
Although S
r .
is $5,125 million and the SF_ is $U.028 million, the prod-
2 2
uction in year 2 is only $3-831 million. The reason the production is at
this level is explained by key interrelationships in the model. The inven-
tory used in the production of So is imbedded in the variable cost in the
CI module . Furthermore, the dollar cost of inventory is assumed to be less
than its dollar value in sales. Therefore, in Exhibit 5 the excess inven-
tory carried forward from year 1 provided substantial cash flow to the
company in year 2. Also because Sp> SF? two other observations emerge.
First, the ending inventory in year 2 was the minimum required inventory.
Second, the company had to pay a premium for the costs involved in producing
the goods to meet the unexpected increase in sales. This premium is (S2 - SF2 )
CAJ which was $109? million x .10027 or $110,000. This premium (AP) is added
to the total, cash payments.
".There was no excess inventory in period 2. The TCA increased because
of the increase in sales and the slightly lower AR value. TCA was $U.9
million, and TCP was $3,395 million which provides a positive cash flow of
$1,505 million.
The various levels of cash are established for year 2 as they were in
year 1. Because of the $1,505 million positive cash flow, the ending cash
is equal, to the investment liquidity cushion of $259,000, the maximum liquidity
limit. Thus, there was $1.2^6 million ($1,505 million - $259,000) available
for investment in productive assets. It is assumed in the model that the
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positive cash flow from the working capital system is invested in productive
assets and earns the cost of capital, 10 percent. Thus the cash flow for
the total investment receives a casn benefit of $12l+,600.
There is a tradeoff between investing in securities and repaying debt,
which depends on the marginal difference between the two interest rates. Be-
cause the 3.6 percent after tax return on investment (i,) is less than the
k,3 percent cost of borrowing, total short term borrowing was reduced by
$28,000 the amount of the invested liquidity cushion. In this example there
is no investment in securities in year 2, however, if there was no short term
debt outstanding the $28,000 would be invested in securities. Finally in the
examples in Exhibit c) ending cash is at the minimum in year 1 and the maximum
in year 2, however, it is possible that EC could fall in between these two
limits. If this occurs, the module is designed to repay part or all of the
debt and/or invest the remainder in short term securities.
The model assumes that the 10 percent return from the investment of
the positive cash, flow has greater utility than the repayment of a 4.8
percent loan. Also it is assumed the credit position of the company is not
affected by this judgment.
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APPLICAT10N
The output values of greatest interest to management are the profit-
ability profiles and the mean and standard deviation statistics related to
the costs and benefits from the WC and CI modules. The benefits from the
two modules are: benefits associated with the plant and equipment invest-
ment in the CI module, net income + depreciation (B); the interest income
from the investment in short term securities in the WC module (IINVT); the
income from the investment of the excess cash generated in the WC module
into productive assets (BEC). The costs arer capital costs associated with
the CI module (C); cost of carrying excess inventory in the WC module (CEXINV);
and the interest cost associated with the short term borrowing in the WC
module (ICOST)* A summary table presents the annual data for each variable.
This table allows management to evaluate the separate contributions from the
CI and WC modules. For example, it is possible that the cash flow from the
WC module is greater than from the CI module. Also decision makers can com-
pare the benefits from the WC module to its cost and also do the same for the
CI module. Overall the summary table provides substantive insight into the
interaction of all the variables in +he total investment process.
The integration of the benefits and costs from the WC and CI modules is
easily seen in the NPV equation. The cash flow contributions from the WC
module are summaris L processing function 39 in Exhibit k and these bene-
fits and costs z*?e added to the cash flow items from the CI module. The
general NPV equation for the WC«CI model is:
NPV * -C + Bt *
IINVT
t
+ h-'Ct ~ ct ~CEXI3Wt - ICOSTt
(I k?
A salvage value of all assets is added in the final year.
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Sensitivity testing of primary variables or combinations of variables
is the key to analytical insight for financial decision makers. For example,
management can prepare a standard forecast using their best judgment in es-
timating input values for the model, After they have reviewed the profit-
ability profiles and the summary data of the cash flow variables from each
module for the standard forecast, decision makers can revise their original
estimates for specific variables and examine the outcomes from a different
set of policy assumptions, Management can compare the shifts in the NPV,
IKR and B/C profiles under different planning assumptions and determine if
there is a significant change in the profiles,, Also management must assess
the chances of achieving each outcome. Not only is the horizontal shift of
the profile in either direction of Interest, but also the change in the
spread and level 'of the profiles. In summary, the model allows management
to test various sets of WC and CI policies and examine the interrelationships
between the two systems*
An example of the use of the model is provided for each of the three WC
functions j inventory, accoutns receivable and cash management. In inven-
tory management, decision makers ml&...t ask, what is the impact on the
profitability profiles of a doubling in the cost of carrying inventory; or
what is the affect of a 10 percent decrease in the minimum inventory level?
The interrelationships between the CI and WC variables stand out in the
management of accounts receivable. With the model management can specify
changes in trade cred: mas and then determine the size' of the market share
necessary to make the new trade credit policy terms profitable. Also the im-
pact of carrying different levels of accounts receivable to existing sales is
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easily tested, Cash is a residual to the financial planning process. The
model provides management the data necessary to determine the appropriate
tradeoff between liquidity and profitability. Additionally, because all
excess cash is assumed to be invested in productive assets, there is no
penalty for holding idle funds. Simulating the WC process might show there
is excess cash generated through the WC module, therefore, top decision
makers need to reassess if investment opportunities and management talent
will in fact be available to utilize the funds generated in the WC module.
A penalty function can be added to the module if investments are not available.
CONCLUSIONS
Integrating the WC and CI processes produces several interesting ob-
servations,. The difference between actual, sales and forecasted sales strikes
at the heart of the working capital management problem. These surprise gaps
between S and SF highlight the critical role of unexpected events on the WC
variables and in turn the impact on the total, investment process.
on of the WC and CI costs and benefits provides substantive
insight cc i ing th .', act of WC flows on the costs and benefits of the
total investment. The introduction of WC as a dynamic process across the
entire planning horizon allows management to identify and examine the im-
portance of WC on the future flows of the total investment.
The model assists management in evaluating investment alternatives by
making it possible to test changes in various WC and CI policy decisions.
The sensitivity testing of various strategic policy decisions provides in-
sight concerning the importance of WC and CI variables on. the total profit-
ability profile. The linkage between the two financial planning systems
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provides a framework for discussing the interrelationships among the various
variables and hopefully will improve the planning results and reduce the
negative affect of unexpected events on the profitability of the investment.
Finally, the model highlights the complexity of the total financial
planning process. The long term financing process was not included, x but
it can be easily linked into the WC-CI model. That is, use another model
to simulate: the long run financial planning process and thorough analysis
which alternatives allow the firm to achieve its diesired objective of long
run growl in earnings per share (EPS) [9J. In selecting the investment, the
objective is to determine if the IRR of the investment is greater than the
rata of return required on new investment in order to achieve management's
desired EPS growth objec
The ; WC module to the CI module provides additional
flexibility to decision makers for analyzing the total cash flow of capital
investment alternatives. Management can evaluate the simultaneous inter-
action of se1 variables on the investment decision. In conclusion,
decision maki model to simulate the total investment process
and have a more complete view than previously existed when the WC variables
were assumed tie analysis.
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